Workforce System Strategies (WSS) is a research clearinghouse that profiles evidence-based and emerging practices in workforce development to help you make informed decisions about improving outcomes for job seekers and employers.

The WSS Resource Library contains more than **1,200 profiles** that summarize evaluation reports, policy and practice briefs, and how-to guides, offering key information in an accessible format to make it easier for you to quickly identify the resources you need for program planning, implementation, or continuous improvement.

**Find what you need fast**

Website visitors can filter resources by activities, programs, target populations, geographic locations, industry sectors, methodologies, and content types. Users can also search the database for specific terms.

**Resources for every purpose**

WSS resources are classified according to their methodology:

- **Level 1 resources** are impact analyses that include experimental (randomized controlled trials) and non-experimental analyses that measure the impact or effectiveness of workforce system services and interventions. There are **180 total profiles**.

- **Level 2 resources** are more qualitative in nature and include quantification analyses, cost analyses, implementation/process analyses, literature reviews, and outcome/performance analyses. There are **580 total profiles**.

- **Level 3 resources** are supporting resources that provide important insights into effective strategies and practices from a technical assistance perspective and describe current workforce system initiatives, organizations, and services. Resource types might include program briefs, toolkits, guides, and more. There are **469 total profiles**.

**Explore today**

Visit the WSS website ([https://strategies.workforcegps.org/](https://strategies.workforcegps.org/)) to learn more about WSS, sign up for email announcements on new content, and start browsing the WSS Resource Library.